RENO DECO... with Salbo

CEILING DECORATION
Last month, we talked about flooring. This month,
we turn the world upside down, and talk about decorating
your ceilings.
First, before starting, you should check to see if your ceilings
contain asbestos. I suggest you read the article I wrote about this
which you can find on our website www.salboconstruction.com,
called “Take Out The Popcorn Walls And Ceilings” in the media
section “Renovate correctly”.
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Florida. Before doing any work, check to see if the popcorn
contains asbestos and, if needed, make sure to use the services
of a competent entrepreneur with the required licenses.
Second, once this is taken care of, there is a wide range of
products that do not require a change in the structure of your
ceilings, such as finishes to the existing surface.
Giving life to your ceilings
You can use foam, metal or vinyl tiles.

It is also possible to install a floating
glossy or mat vinyl or plastic ceiling.
Barrisol, among others, offers this type
of product.
Ceiling lighting is a priority
b
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control create a rich and velvety
lighting.
To give a nice atmosphere and volume to the room, adding
ceiling drops with embedded lighting will emphasize a portion of
your walls. For example, you can direct the eye toward a painting
and make an art gallery effect. Ceiling recesses can be used
in different areas: above the island, in the dining room, etc., by
adding recessed lighting.
A ceiling with different levels interspersed with lighting gives
volume and height.
The latest renovation trend allows you to use the floor texture
on your ceiling to define a specific area.
To achieve a soothing and personalized atmosphere, use old
or antique beams with a modern texture, accompanied by led
lighting.
Finally, I suggest eliminating traditional ventilation grilles. Linear
grilles are zen and more refined and will even become objects
of decoration.
To finish and avoid turning the world upside down, never forget
that good planning is necessary regardless of the scope of your
renovation.
For more information, please contact me at 954-732-8972
or email me at salbod@comcast.net or visit
www.salboconstruction.com.

